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Terms and conditions of contract for FREE metal/electrical waste removal services 
 

 
You 
 
Upon signing and dating this contract you are agreeing to use Richardson and Son’s Waste carriage services for 
the period of 6 Calendar months. 
 
You are agreeing to ONLY use Richardson and Son’s for any removal of Metal, Electrical waste products at the 
specified site or for the specified company stated on the contract and that Richardson and Son’s are the SOLE 
company contracted to remove said waste products and that it is to be stored securely until collected. 
 
You agree to sign all paperwork upon transfer and to provide us with a copy of a valid I.D from a person who 
will represent your company. (This only needs to be seen once or each time the contract is resigned, a copy 
needs to be taken and held on record following UK Data Protection protocol).  
 
You are agreeing to use Richardson and Son’s services for FREE. No money is to be transferred for services 
provided unless a separate contract or agreement is in place (please see terms and conditions for contracts or 
invoices for PAID work).   

 
You are agreeing to choose one of the THREE options of Waste removal from the services available.  We will not 
restrict you to only one option per 6 month contract. Upon discussion removal options can be amended or 
changed dependant on your waste removal needs. (If the needs of your business change we can arrange 
discussions to modify the service to suit your needs) 
 
You agree to allow Richardson & Son’s to use your Companies name in reference or in conjunction with our 
future promotional material and to allow us to promote and advertise the afflation between us now provided by 
the contractual agreement for the period of 6 months up until the end of the contractual date. 
 
 
Us 
 
We reserve the right to change the agreement dependant on the needs of your company and the stability of the 
financial market. 
 
We guarantee that removal of waste products will be completed using a registered waste and scrap license 
carrier and that the stated waste will be disposed of correctly and safely at the appropriate Environmental 
registered Waste or Metal recycler’s. 
 
We guarantee that your waste will be removed from your business residence using Option A will be removed 
specifically for the day and time agreed. 
 
We guarantee that your waste will be removed from your business residence within 48hrs if you agree to 
Option B. 
 
We guarantee that your waste will be removed from your business residence within the same day if you agree 
to Option C. 
 
We confirm that all services provided are Free of charge. Our aim as a company is to reduce your recycling and 
tipping fees, to reduce environmental waste and pollution and to discourage illegal metal theft. 
 
We agree to provide you with all relevant paperwork and documentation upon collections. 


